Hey all!
We've had requests to start up CLASSES again with beginners in mind. We've scheduled
some fun new classes that start at the beginning (Quilting 101) for the basics, move on to an
easy project (Quilting 102) and a machine quilting (Quilting 103). There are also a couple of
others in there with some new techniques involved. If you are coming on the 21st, you can
see the samples and register at that time. If you know someone who has wanted to start
quilting and isn't on our mailing list, please let them know that we've got the perfect class
for them!

What's New Saturday
April 21st
10:00 am to whenever we finish!
Come see all the newest samples, books, patterns, fabrics and notions. We'll have a couple of cool new items to
demonstrate for you and also some new ideas that you can take home and stitch up for Spring! We'll also have the
samples to show you for the upcoming classes and a small trunk show from Karla Alexander (Stack the Deck
Queen!).

Imagine our delight when we answered the phone a couple of weeks ago
and Kim Diehl was on the other end of the line! Some of you might be aware
that she canceled all her teaching dates for the past year due to some
health issues. Well, she's feeling her perky self again and wanting to do some
limited teaching and, lucky us!!!, she wants to come back and teach at
Material Rewards! She has a new book coming in May (Simple Charms) and
is also co-authoring another one due out in June/July. If you've seen any of
her books, you can't help but drool. We've got some really amazing classes
and she'll also be hosting an evening Dessert Party for us again and bringing
loads of her fabulous quilts. We're starting registration right away, so you can
go to the GUEST TEACHERS page to get the whole scoop on what will be
happening.
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